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British Counterinsurgency Springer
The author of the controversial bestseller Brain Trust
brings his scientific expertise to the chilling true story of
unexplained phenomena on Utah's Skinwalker Ranch --
and challenges us with a new vision of reality. For more
than fifty years, the bizarre events at a remote Utah ranch
have ranged from the perplexing to the wholly terrifying.
Vanishing and mutilated cattle. Unidentified Flying
Objects. The appearance of huge, otherworldly creatures.
Invisible objects emitting magnetic fields with the power to
spark a cattle stampede. Flying orbs of light with dazzling
maneuverability and lethal consequences. For one family,
life on the Skinwalker Ranch had become a life under
siege by an unknown enemy or enemies. Nothing else
could explain the horrors that surrounded them -- perhaps
science could. Leading a first-class team of research
scientists on a disturbing odyssey into the unknown, Colm
Kelleher spent hundreds of days and nights on the
Skinwalker property and experienced firsthand many of its
haunting mysteries. With investigative reporter George
Knapp -- the only journalist allowed to witness and
document the team's work -- Kelleher chronicles in superb
detail the spectacular happenings the team observed
personally, and the theories of modern physics behind the
phenomena. Far from the coldly detached findings one
might expect, their conclusions are utterly hair-raising in
their implications. Opening a door to the unseen world
around us, Hunt for the Skinwalker is a clarion call to
expand our vision far beyond what we know.
Unsolved Disappearances in the Great Smoky Mountains
Crypto Editions
On a November night in 1984, Susan Rosenberg sat in the
passenger seat of a U-Haul as it swerved along the New Jersey
Turnpike. At the wheel was a fellow political activist. In the
back were 740 pounds of dynamite and assorted guns. That
night I still believed with all my heart that what Che Guevara
had said about revolutionaries being motivated by love was true.
I also believed that our government ruled the world by force and
that it was necessary to oppose it with force. Raised on New
York City's Upper West Side, Rosenberg had been politically
active since high school, involved in the black liberation
movement and protesting repressive U.S. policies around the
world and here at home. At twenty-nine, she was on the FBI's
Most Wanted list. While unloading the U-Haul at a storage
facility, Rosenberg was arrested and sentenced to an
unprecedented 58 years for possession of weapons and
explosives. I could not see the long distance I had traveled from
my commitment to justice and equality to stockpiling guns and
dynamite. Seeing that would take years. Rosenberg served
sixteen years in some of the worst maximum-security prisons in
the United States before being pardoned by President Clinton as
he left office in 2001. Now, in a story that is both a powerful
memoir and a profound indictment of the U.S. prison system,
Rosenberg recounts her journey from the impassioned idealism
of the 1960s to life as a political prisoner in her own country,
subjected to dehumanizing treatment, yet touched by moments
of grace and solidarity. Candid and eloquent, An American
Radical reveals the woman behind the controversy--and reflects
America's turbulent coming-of-age over the past half century.
Incident at Devils Den: A True Story, by Terry
Lovelace, Esq The History Press
It began with a key. One afternoon in 1956, in the
home of the Hitchings family in Battersea, south
London, a small silver key appeared on Shirley
Hitchings' bed. This seemingly insignificant event
heralded the beginning of one of the most terrifying,
incredible and mysterious hauntings in British
history. The spirit, who quickly became known as
'Donald', began to communicate, initially via tapping
sounds, but over time - and with the encouragement
of psychical researcher Harold Chibbett, whose case-
files appear here – by learning to write. Soon, the
spirit had begun to make simply incredible claims

about his identity, insisting that he was one of the
most famous figures in world history – but what was
the truth? Here, for the first time, is the full story,
told by the woman right at the heart of it all – Shirley
herself.
Into Nowhere Clan Destine Press
The New York Times and Wall Street Journal Nonfiction Bestseller that
explores the gripping Dyatlov Pass incident that took the lives of nine
young Russian hikers in 1959. What happened that night on Dead
Mountain? In February 1959, a group of nine experienced hikers in the
Russian Ural Mountains died mysteriously on an elevation known as Dead
Mountain. Eerie aspects of the mountain climbing incident—unexplained
violent injuries, signs that they cut open and fled the tent without proper
clothing or shoes, a strange final photograph taken by one of the hikers,
and elevated levels of radiation found on some of their clothes—have led to
decades of speculation over the true stories and what really happened.
Dead Mountain: The Untold True Story of the Dyatlov Pass Incident
delves into the untold story through unprecedented access to the hikers'
own journals and photographs, rarely seen government records, dozens of
interviews, and author Donnie Eichar's retracing of the hikers' fateful
journey in the Russian winter. An instant historical nonfiction bestseller
upon its release, this is the dramatic real story of what happened on Dead
Mountain. GRIPPING AND BIZARRE: This is a fascinating portrait of
young adventurers in the Soviet era, and a skillful interweaving of the
hikers' narrative, the investigators' efforts, and the author's investigations.
Library Journal hailed "the drama and poignancy of Eichar's solid
depiction of this truly eerie and enduring mystery." FOR FANS OF
UNSOLVED MYSTERIES: Unsolved true crimes and historical mysteries
never cease to capture our imaginations. The Dyatlov Pass incident was
little known outside of Russia until film producer and director Donnie
Eichar brought the decades-old mystery to light in a book that reads like a
mystery. FASCINATING VISUALS: This well-researched volume
includes black-and-white photographs from the cameras that belonged to
the hikers, which were recovered after their deaths, along with explanatory
graphics breaking down some of the theories surrounding the mysterious
incident. Perfect for: Fans of nonfiction history books and true crime
Anyone who enjoys real-life mountaineering and survival stories such as
Into Thin Air, Buried in the Sky, The Moth and the Mountain, and
Icebound: Shipwrecked at the Edge of the World Readers seeking Cold
War narratives and true stories from the Soviet era
Monsters & Marine Mysteries Grand Central Publishing
When a corpse is found in a body of water, authorities generally
presume that the manner of death was either an accident or a
suicide. They do not treat the recovery site as a potential crime
scene or homicide, so many cases remain unsolved. Case Studies in
Drowning Forensics investigates the cases of 13 bodies recovered
from water in similar circu
The Lighthouse Chronicle Books
There is a sinister side to National Parks; one the Forest Service
does not want you to know about...National Parks are a place for
family fun, camping, and adventure. Millions of Americans and
foreign tourists flock to National Parks around the globe each year.
But for some, they go through the entrance, never to come out
again.In the last century close to 1100 people have disappeared
while on a visit to a National Park, just in the USA. Yet, research
into this high rate of missing people associated with various
National Parks around America is difficult. The National Park
Service does not want anyone to research the missing, according to
one ex-officer. Is a conspiracy in the works to ensure millions of
visitors still come to the National Parks or is it a case of keeping
details of an ongoing investigation quiet?
Missing 411- Hunters BLACK OAK MEDIA INC
(www.canammissing.com) People have been disappearing under
mysterious circumstances for centuries. During the last 150 years the
media has covered many of these cases and has attempted to put a
rational spin on a very unusual event.After 3+ years and 7000 hours of
intensive research there is a new paradigm being presented on people
missing in the wilds of North America. "Missing 411" identifies 28
clusters of missing people who have vanished in remote areas of the
continent. The finding is a troubling fact questioning why and how these
people have disappeared. Some of the victims are found and tell a very
interesting and mind bending story of their experience, others are never
found, a fact that confounds searchers and law enforcement.There are
many children that have disappeared under highly unusual
circumstances. After weeks of searching and failing to find any evidence
of the child being in a remote location, many parents and law
enforcement draw the conclusion that the victim was kidnapped, yes,
taken by someone lurking in remote areas of our national parks, forests,
farms and even ranches.There are two editions of this research, "Missing
411-Eastern United States" and "Missing 411-Western United States."
The eastern United States copy has a list of every person who is listed in
each book as well as a final conclusion to the investigation. You will be
shocked by the lack of interest and documentation that many of our
governmental bodies have committed to missing people. After reading
these books you will never look at our wildlands the
same.Chapters;1.Introduction1A. Clusters1B. Unique Factors in
Disappearances2. Missing People3. Unique Groups of Missing
People3A. Central Ontario3B. Berry Pickers3C. Sheepherders3D.

Farmers4. Midwest United States4A. Minnesota4B. Wisconsin4C.
Michigan4D. Iowa4E. Illinois4F. Missouri4G. Oklahoma/Arkansas5.
Southern States5A. Georgia/Alabama6. Appalachians6A. Great Smoky
Mountains6B. Ohio6C. Pennsylvania6D. West Virginia6E. Kentucky7.
Northeastern United States7A. New England7B. Vermont7C. New
Jersey8. Lists8A. Master List of Children Under 10 Years8B. Analysis8C.
Decade Breakdown of All Missing9. Conclusions9A. Gaps in Time9B.
Danger in the Woods9C. Screams and Yells9D. Bow Hunters9E.
National Park Service9F. The Interview9G. DOI Recommendations9H.
FBI Involvement9I. Next Steps10. Index"Major news organizations do a
deplorable job of covering major stories and issues which are deemed
too unusual or too far outside the box. Chances are, they will find a way
to trivialize or ignore the disturbing evidence accumulated by David
Paulides, a former law man turned investigative journalist. The paper trail
uncovered by Paulides through sheer doggedness is impressive, the
evidence indisputable. People are vanishing without a trace from our
national parks and forests, yet government agencies are saying nothing.
At a minimum, this story deserves space on the front page of every
newspaper in the country, and it warrants a formal high level inquiry by
the federal agencies whose files leave little doubt that something very
strange is unfolding in our wilderness."George Knapp, Host, Coast to
Coast AM
Missing 411 CreateSpace
A book about people who have gone missing in Montana.
Death Rides the Sky Simon and Schuster
British Counterinsurgency challenges the British Army's claim to
counterinsurgency expertise. It provides well-written, accessible and up-
to-date accounts of the post-1945 campaigns in Palestine, Malaya,
Kenya, Cyprus, South Yemen, Dhofar, Northern Ireland and more
recently in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Who Are the Children of Lehi? Crypto Editions
The Oregon Bigfoot Highway A travel book celebrating adventure and history
along Oregon's National Scenic Byway No. 5 The Oregon Bigfoot Highway
(The OBH) is a collection of 31 Bigfoot sighting reports, 43 Bigfoot track
finds, and 69 Bigfoot related incidents in the wild forest of the upper
Clackamas and Breitenbush Rivers. With sightings beginning in 1924 and
track finds back to 1911, the 352 pages offer plenty of action and suspense.
Published by Willamette City Press, LLC the OBH contains 118 b&w
photographs, 13 custom drawn maps, plentiful non-Bigfoot history, and nine
detailed appendices. Available now in soft cover. A full-color eBook edition
will soon be available via Kindle Books. The OBH either begins or ends at the
Oregon mountain towns of Estacada or Detroit, each only about an hour's
drive from Portland or Salem. For 15 years, authors Joe Beelart and Cliff
Olson and a loosely knit group of adventurers branded the Clackamas
Sasquatchians have scouted the area and gathered seemingly genuine accounts
relating to Bigfoot from persons of diverse professions from loggers to lawyers.
The compelling quality and similarity of these reports caused the authors to
conclude that this is, indeed, The Oregon Bigfoot Highway. Travelers and
explorers alike will find the 70 miles of The OBH, which coincides with the
National Scenic Byway No. 5, to be a journey through ancient forests and
regal mountains capped in the south by majestic Mt. Jefferson. Embedded in
the area are five national wilderness areas collectively designated the
Clackamas Wilderness. It also includes two reaches of National Wild and
Scenic Rivers. There is little doubt this mountain highway is among the most
beautiful in the nation and is a likely home for Our Barefoot Friends. So, find
your imagination, open your mind, sit back and enjoy this remarkable book!
Proceedings of the 2nd International Conference on Electronic
Engineering and Renewable Energy Systems Beyond the Fray Publishing
(www.canammissing.com) Missing 411-The Devil's in the Detail.This is
the fourth book in the blockbuster "Missing 411" series that describes
unusual incidents of people that have disappeared in National Parks and
forests of the world. It is a significant step forward in the understanding
of the missing phenomena that adds several new elements never before
identified. This book describes additional victims, new locations and
circumstances while outlining new geographical clusters. The number of
people that fit the identified profile and the distances and elevations
covered during their journeys will mesmerize you. The book ends with
series of charts that expose specific elements that are identified in each of
the other books, their frequency, location and timing. **It is highly
recommended that you read any of the other "Missing 411" books prior
to this. The reader needs to have a background on the topic prior to
reading this work to get the full understanding of what is revealed.This
book includes stories from the following areas:United States (33
States)Canada (7 Provinces)Australia (5
Territories)BorneoEcuadorUnited KingdomNew
ZealandSwitzerlandAustriaSub Chapters:Cornerstone CasesWeather
ConditionsCriminal AllegationsLast in LineMissing from Inside the
HomeMissing from Inside a VehicleLocations Previously
SearchedScholars/IntellectualsDisabled or InjuredElevation
GainDistance TraveledAircraft Associated with Missing Person
CasesList of Missing from this BookNational parks422 Pages
National Park Mysteries & Disappearances Springer Nature
This book includes papers presented at the Second International
Conference on Electronic Engineering and Renewable Energy (ICEERE
2020), which focus on the application of artificial intelligence
techniques, emerging technology and the Internet of things in electrical
and renewable energy systems, including hybrid systems, micro-grids,
networking, smart health applications, smart grid, mechatronics and
electric vehicles. It particularly focuses on new renewable energy
technologies for agricultural and rural areas to promote the
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development of the Euro-Mediterranean region. Given its scope, the
book is of interest to graduate students, researchers and practicing
engineers working in the fields of electronic engineering and renewable
energy.
The Rendlesham Enigma Greg Kofford Books
(www.canammissing.com)This is the third "Missing 411" book researching
facts of people who have vanished in remote locations of the world. "Missing
411-North America and Beyond" is the first edition that discusses missing
people and relevant facts from five countries (Australia, England, France,
Iceland and Indonesia) outside of North America and examines the parallels
between the cases. The book also includes a multitude of new stories from
North America.There is a continuing trend of clusters of missing people in
United States National Parks. The National Park Service has continued with
their policy of failing to keep ledgers, track or otherwise document lists of
missing people inside their parks and monuments. This edition has cases from
Florida, Texas, Hawaii and forty other states. There are new clusters of missing
people from Sequoia and Mount Rainier National Park, Three Sisters
Wilderness (OR) and Adirondacks (NY). Canada has missing cases from six
provinces that are documented.This new book brings further clarity to the
missing person issue by examining multiple disappearances of people in small-
confined areas and exposing the similarities of their case. David Paulides also
exposes a series of coed disappearances that date back to the early 1900's,
which have unusual facts surrounding their case."Missing 411-North America
and Beyond" is the largest and most comprehensive of the trilogy, 472 pages.
The Missing 411 series builds upon itself. It is recommended that you read
"Missing 411-Western United States" first, then the eastern version and then
"North America and Beyond." There is a historical aspect to this issue and
there are common elements that run through the disappearances.
***********************************************One of the early reviews of
"Missing 411-North America and Beyond" was written by New York Times
Best Selling author Whitley Strieber:David Paulides has shined a light onto one
of the greatest and most disturbing mysteries of our time: the simple and awful
fact that people disappear, especially in our national parks, and little effort is
made to find them, let alone inform the public about the danger.Even when
massive searches are mounted, and people are found, the events surrounding
their loss and recovery are often far beyond logical explanation.This is the
most comprehensive and expertly presented series of books on the subject
ever written, and the latest volume, which includes stories from five countries,
is sobering, chilling and far too well researched to ignore. Essential
reading.Whitley StrieberNew York Times Best Selling
Author***********************************************
Dead Mountain Crypto Editions
"A handbook to greater confidence & security."--Cover
The Cold Vanish CRC Press
The Rendlesham Forest Incident of December 1980, is considered by far
the most significant event in UFO history. It was also a unique military-
related event, having taken place in Rendlesham Forest just outside the
twin bases of RAF Bentwaters and RAF Woodbridge in Suffolk,
England - both of which had been transferred to the United States Air
Force in 1951 by the British MOD (Ministry of Defence), becoming one
of the largest and most important NATO complexes in Europe during
the Cold War. The account given in this book is that of James W.
Penniston, a Staff Sergeant at the time of the incident, who was the
primary witness who led the investigation in the beginning and had 'Top-
Secret clearance' - one of only eight people with Top-Secret clearance
working Security at the twin bases. His credibility and honesty were
highly respected throughout his years in the USAF. Jim Penniston has
teamed-up with author Gary Osborn to present the definitive account of
the Rendlesham Incident and the aftermath of events, just as he
witnessed and experienced them from the incident itself, which began
during the early morning hours of Boxing Day, December 26, 1980 up
to April 2014.
Rescuing Tara CreateSpace
How does the Book of Mormon, keystone of the LDS faith, stand up to data
about DNA sequencing that puts the ancestors of modern Native Americans
in northeast Asia instead of Palestine? In Who Are the Children of Lehi?
Meldrum and Stephens examine the merits and the fallacies of DNA-based
interpretations that challenge the Book of Mormon’s historicity. They
provide clear guides to the science, summarize the studies, illuminate technical
points with easy-to-grasp examples, and spell out the data’s implications.
The results? There is no straight-line conclusion between DNA evidence and
“Lamanites.” The Book of Mormon’s validity lies beyond the purview of
scientific empiricism—as it always has. And finally, inspiringly, they affirm
Lehi’s kinship as one of covenant, not genes.
Missing People in America's National Parks Far from the Tree Press, LLC
For over thirty years, two New York State brothers, Robert and Paul
Bartholomew, have methodically researched, documented, and studied the
Bigfoot question in both New York and the New England states. Does a
hulking 7-foot-tall humanlike creature, unrecognized by science, roam the
green, fertile valleys and lush forests of New York and New England?
Common sense tells us this is hardly possible ? especially in the 21st Century.
Nevertheless, we have a conundrum: how do we explain the hundreds of
credible eyewitness accounts of such a creature that date back to native Indian
lore and early European settlement? Commonly known as ?Bigfoot? in the
United States, and ?Sasquatch? in Canada, this creature has become the
greatest mystery in North America. For over thirty years, two New York State
brothers, Robert and Paul Bartholomew, have methodically researched,
documented, and studied the Bigfoot question in both New York and the
New England states. They have traveled extensively in these regions in a
passionate quest to discover the truth behind the mystery. In this volume,
Robert and Paul present the full history of the creature in New York and New
England together with their analysis and conclusions. DOES BIGFOOT
EXIST? The evidence presented here provides astounding new insights into
this age-old question.
When We Were Wolves Kensington Publishing Corp.
On 26 December 1900, the vessel Hesperus arrived at Eilean Mor in the
remote Outer Hebrides with a relief lighthouseman and fresh provisions. The
lighthouse had been in operation for a year, but it had been noted that no light
had been seen from Eilean Mor for several days. The relief keeper, Joseph
Moore, found the lighthouse to be completely deserted, and a subsequent
search of the island failed to reveal any sign of what had happened to the three
keepers. The last entry in the logbook had been made on 15 December and
contained a number of strange and distressing clues as to the mental states of

the men. One was reported to have been crying, while another had become
'very quiet'. When it was revealed that the men's oilskin coats were missing and
the clock in the lighthouse had stopped, theories surrounding the keepers' fates
inevitably proliferated. These included a giant wave washing them away,
murder or suicide. Others favoured more esoteric explanations – Eilean Mor
was believed to have mystical properties. In The Lighthouse, Keith McCloskey
explores this mysterious and chilling story in depth for the first time and reveals
a shocking conclusion.
The Oregon Bigfoot Highway The History Press
This book contains a Sci-Fi novel up front, with twenty years of Ufology
research in the back. Alien Park, Dunes Parks have rules, regulations
and pathways to follow. They also have posted warning signs to help
keep the public safe. This park has some extra considerations for their
guests: Your entire visit will be watched and recorded by the U.S.
Government and visiting Alien beings. There's a ten percent chance that
you will be taken by the Aliens for study sometime during your stay.
There's a five percent chance that if taken, you will not return. There's a
two percent chance that if taken and returned, you will remember it.
National Park Ranger John Sloan is close to retirement after his nineteen
years of service. He has requested a different park location to wind
down and finish his career. When settled at the next park he notices that
he doesn't fit in well with his co-workers. He doesn't realize that the
other Rangers have all been handpicked for this park having special
training and high level security clearances. All will soon realize that he
was relocated to the wrong park. During his first week on the job, a child
goes missing and the search is on--but not really. That bothers John--a
lot. When his fellow Rangers fail to follow proper search procedures, he
embarks on a quest to find the child on his own. It is then that he
unravels a conspiracy between the U.S. Government and visiting Aliens.
This 480 page book is the second in a series reviewing Alien and UFO
activities in the North American Southwest. It has 100 plus maps,
photos, sketches and diagrams for review. The first book was Southwest
UFO Triangle Theory.
Hunt for the Skinwalker Lulu.com
Original oral accounts from the unique people who live in the
Great Smoky Mountains. They embody their distinct ideals,
beliefs, values and life patterns. There is wit, surprise, and, in some
cases, wisdom. You will meet real moonshiners, people who have
encountered unexplained events in their everyday lives, and tales of
true love. The wild isolation of the Smokies nurtured
independence, and a caring spirit.
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